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1) 

Hank = H Wendy = W

Opening Statement: California is a Community Property (CP) state. The Community
Property Presumption (CPP) establishes a presumption that all property acquired during

0 

marriage is community property. Separate Property (SP) is property acquired before c.;ooO
------marriage or after separation. Additionally, SP includes ; (1) property acquired by gift,

decent, bequest, and devise, (2) SP rents, issue and profits, and (3) SP exchanged for
property. Quasi Community Property (QCP) is treated like CP. At divorce all CP is
equally divided in-kind, and SP will remain SP.

Character of the Property: The CPP establishes a presumption that all property acquired
during marriage is CP. The Separate Property Preponderant (SPP) will need to rebut the \J.f.I'tf-f

presumption using evidence related to; (1) the source of funds used to acquire the C,ff9f>
--property, (2) actions of the spouses that would have changed the character of the

property, or/ and (3) statutory law and statutory presumptions.

Transmutation: Spouse may change the character of property during marriage when; (1)
the change is in writing, (2) the writing expressly states the change in ownership, and (3) �
the disadvantaged spouse consents to or accepts the change in ownership.

The Lake Tahoe Cabin - At issue is the character of the lake Tahoe -:abin. What is the
effect and exceptions related to the transmutation of the property ownership to joint title.

Character of the Cabin: See rule statement above.

Here, the cabin was inherited by W when her uncle died. Because the house was
inherited it would be considered the separate property of W. However a possible
transmutation may have occurred.
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Transmutation: See rule statement above.·

Here, H persuaded W to execute and record a deed conveying the property. Thus, the

0 

conveyance was in writing because it was recorded. The change in ownership was �expressly stated as Joint Tenants. The as the disadvantaged spouse W accepted the change 
when the document was recorded. Therefore, a valid transmutation did occur provided
no exceptions apply.
Joint Title Presumption: When spouses create a joint title is assumed that the intention of
the spouses is to home the property in this fission. The presumption may only be
rebutted by a writing in the deed or some other contemporaneous document, Tracing is �
not allowed. +-1-

Here, W will not be able to use the fact that she inherited the property from her uncle.
She will need to use some other form of evidence to establish the property as her SP.
Probate Avoidance: Spouses may not create a Joint Title for the sole purpose of avoiding
probate.

Here, the facts establish that after consulting with his friend H decided to change the
character of the property for the express purpose of avoiding probate. Thus, the
transmutation would be invalid due to the nature of the transmutation, Joint Title.
Presumption of Undue Influence and Fiduciary Duzy: When a transmutation occurs there
is a presumption of undue influence related to the disadvantage spouse. The advantaged �QJ,KI 

spouse will have to present evidence that the disadvantaged spouse knew and understood ___
the effect the transmutation would have on their ownership interest. Additionally, each
spouse has a duty of good faith and fair dealing with relation to the management and
control of the other spouse's SP and CP.
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Here, W is the disadvantaged spouse because she lost part of her ownership interest 
when the character of the property was changed. H is the advantaged spouse because he 
gained an ownership interest in the house. W will protect her ownership interest by 
establishing that H conspired to gain an interest in he SP when he consulted his lawyer 
friend. Additionally, she will be able to establish that H he used the fact that he himself 
was a lawyer to persuade W to change the character of her property and by doing so he 
breached his fiduciary duty. H may argue that he was only trying to avoid probate and 
save money. However, this argument will fall short as he was an attorney and should have 
known that such an action was not allowed. Ultimately, H will not be able to overcome 
the presumption of undue influence to establish a valid transmutation and he violated his 
fiduciary duty.

Remedy For Breach of Fiduciary Duty: The court may award the injured spouse attorney 
fees and require disclosures of the breaching party. In some instances the court may 
award the entirety of an asset to the injured spouse.

Here, H was a professional in a field related to his breach of duty. The court will /,
combine his knowledge with his persuasion of W and likely award the entirety of the
Lake Tahoe cabin to W.

The Autographed Baseball Bat - At issue is issue here is the character and ownership
of the baseball bat.

Character of the Baseball Bat: See above for rule statement.

Here, the baseball bat was inherited by W from her uncle. Thus, it is her separate
property. The amazing increase in value will have no effect on the character of the bat as
W is entitle to all profits and issue realized form SP.
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Inter-spousal Gift: When a spouse makes gift personal in namre and the value of such a /gift is inconsequential when considering the income of the marital economic community 
the writing requirement for a transmutation is not required. 

Here, H may try to establish that the bat was a gift because it was displaid on the 
\.(fzfv-1fireplace mantel in the Lake Tahoe cabin. However, the value of the bat at divorce will " o..90 
('\ --prevent H from establishing that the value of such a gift would be inconsequential. ,,.---

The New York Loft - At issue is the character and ownership of the New York Loft. 
Character of the New York Loft: See rule statement above. 

Here the loft was acquired with CP funds during marriage. Thus, the loft is CP. 
Quasi Community Property: Property acquired in another state that would have be CP if 

_[/]�-acquired in California is consider QCP if the couple seeking divorce is domiciled in _ _..:--California at the time of divorce. 
Here, the New York loft was bought in 2001 when H and W lived in New York. They 

moved to California in 2011 and either rented a house or were domiciled in the the 
property W inherited. Thus, they were domiciled in California at the time of divorce in 
2023. There for the New York loft would be considered community property and divided 
equally and in kind. The fact that property was in H's name alone is not establish the 
property as H's property. The court considers the characteer ans source of the funds used 
to purchase the property. 
W's Education - At issue is the right to reimbursement to the community. 
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Character of the Education: The community does not have a right related to the degree of 1 /} the educated spouse, the degree and any debt associated are the sole property of the �
educated spouse. The community does have a right to reimbursement.
Equitable Right to Reimbursement: The community has a right to reimbursement with
interest when; (1) CP funds are used to pay for a spouses education, and (2) the earning �
capacity of the spouse is substantially increase.

Here, W's education took three years to complete and was paid for out of H's
earnings. She used here education to start an IT business and the facts establish that the
business is a success. Because the business is considered a success W's earning capacity �Qflf(
was substantially increased from being a stay at home mom previously. Therefore, the ----
community is entitled to reimbursement with interest.
Modification / 10 year rule: There is a reputable presumption affecting the burden of
proof that if less than 10 years have passed from the end of the education that the
community has not benefited, if more than ten years have passed the has benefited.

Here W finished her education in 2016 and she and her husband filed for divorce in
2023. Thus, 7 years have passed and the burden is on W to show that the community has
benefited and a community reimbursement modification is called for. W will assert that
that the success of her business helped support the family. Ultimately, the level of success
and the amount of family contributions will influence the courts dissension. They will
likely hold that the community will need to be reimbursed.
Modification / Education of Both Souses: When both spouse are educated using
community funds the right to community reimbursement is off set.
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Spousal Support Modification: When the education of a spouse places them in a better off
position financial than they would have been upon divorce the court may modify spousal
support.

Here, W is in a better position to earn a living due to the success of her IT business.
Thus, spousal support modification is called for.

W's IT Business - At issue is the community interest in the business, the associated
good will and in-kind division.

Character of the business: See rule statement above.

Here, W's IT business was started during marriage and probably with community
funds. Thus, the business would be considered CP. Thus, the community would have an
interest in the totality of the business and the associated good will.

0 

CP Business Good Will: The courts will use the Market sales evaluation or Capitalization
/

of Past Earnings to determine the value of the business. The market sales valuation 
( ....j.-J considers what the open market will pay for a business beyond the value of the tangible ...J-,J-

assets. The Capitalization of Past Earning attributes good will to the higher than average
earning of the CP business compared to summarily businesses in the area. In both
instances a forensic accountant will be need to determine the value.

Here, the court will likely use the Capitalization of Past Earning because it provides a
more accurate value of the business's good will. Additional, the nature of W's business
being IT means that value of the tangible assets would would be low, making the market
sales method less accurate. Ultimately, the court will use the Capitalization of Past
Earning to establish the good will.
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2)
QUESTION2 

The issue is whether Hubert (H) and Whitney rw) have a respective rights in the
following assets.
General Presumptions 

Community Property (CP) 

0 

California (CA) is CP state. Property acquired during the course of marriage is presumed/to be CP. In order to determine the characterization of CP and SP depends on three 
factors (1) source of the item; (2) actions that affect the characterization of the item; and
(3) statutory provisions of the item.
Separate Property (SP)

All property a�quired �rior to.marriage or after separation is pr.esum.ed SP. In addition, all
1/ property acquired by gift, devise, and bequest, as well as rents, issues, profits are 

presumed SP. 

Division in Kind 

Unless stated orally or in writing to the court all property will be equally divided.Division/
in kind call for the equal division of an asset, not the total estate.
Marital Economic Community (MEC)

MEC begins at marriage and ends at the death of one spouse or the date of separation.
For MEC to be terminated by separation there must be a complete and final break of the
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marital relationship, which requires a spouse to have the express intent and conduct 
consistent with that intent. 

0 

Here, MEC began in 2008 when married and ended in 2020 when W filed for dissolution 
of marriage. The intent was to end the marriagi, through a filing of dissolution, and the A 
conduct was filing for dissolution and moving out of the couple's home. 
At Divorce 

Unless the existence of an agreement all property shall be divided equally in kind unless 
special rule applies. 
With the general principals in mind, each asset will be looked at in turn. 

Characterization of an Asset 

/ 

In order to determine the characterization of an asset courts will often trace the source of/' 
funds. A mere change in the form of the asset does not mean characterization has been 
changed. 
Hubert's Home 

Premarital Agreement (PMA) 

A PMA is an agreement that is between two potential spouses in contemplation of 
marriage. In order for a PMA to be valid it must be: (1) in writing signed by both spouses, /(2) entered into voluntarily, and (3) not unconscionable. It must also not be in violation of/ J-

public policy (i.e., contemplate divorce or contract child support). An oral PMA may be
valid if full performance or detrimental reliance. A PMA may be amended and does not
need consideration.
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A PMA needs to be voluntary and not unconscionable which requires: (1) independent 

counsel or express waiver in writing, (2) 7 days between presented with agreement and Jr-
time of signing, (3) full and fair disclosure, ( 4) proficiency in the language the agreement is 

in, (5) understanding of rights, (6) no duress, fraud, or undue influence, and (7) court 

catchall - anything the court deems relevant. 

Here, Hand W entered into a premarital agreement the provided that each spouse's wages 

was their own SP and that any business created using SP funds would remain that spouses 

SP. However, during the premarital discussions W entered into the agreement both 

involuntarily and unconscionably. Although H had independent counsel, W did not not, 

nor did she waive her right to independent counsel. She trusted H and decided she did 

not need an attorney. She only verbally told Hand his counsel that she waived her rights 

to an attorney. She needed an express waiver in writing. Next, W was only given 3 days in 

between the time that she received the agreement and the signing, not 7 as required. Next, 

H failed to disclose any of his financial and economic assets, which violates the fair and 

full disclosure requirement. Finally, W signed the agreement just prior to her wedding 

ceremony in front of all of her friends and family. It could be argued that this was an 

immense amount of pressure, or duress, to sign the agreement or risk Hnot going 

through with the wedding and letting down all the people who were at the wedding. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the court will likely rule the premarital agreement invalid because it was not 

entered into voluntarily and it was unconscionable - no express waiver in writing, no 7 

days, no fair and full disclosure, and under duress. Therefore, the agreement is invalid. 

Meaning, that all wages/ earnings that H received during the course of the marriage was, 

in fact, not his own SP. All wages earned during the course of the marriage was CP. Thus, 

when H was making mortgage payments on the home with his salary it was with CP funds 

thereby entitling an ownership interest in the home (see analysis below). 
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Pro Rata 

When CP funds are used to pay the down on an SP home, the community is entitled to a
pro rata ownership interest. The interest is determined by applying the Moore Marsden
formula. This is calculated: CP% = CP contributions / purchase price (remainder is SP),
then the CP / current value.

0 

Here, In 2011 H purc�ased a horn� for $500,00 with a �own payment of $100,000, and a 1.-r-t---·

30-year mortgage. Dunng the marriage $100,000 was paid on the loan. $100k/$500k = / , 

20% CP; 80% SP 20%/$1M = $800k SP and $200k CP; $200k/2 - $100k H/W CP; H =
$900k CP /SP, W = $100k CP /SP.

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the court will likely rule that H should receive $900k of the CA home and
W should receive $100k of the CA home because CP funds were used to pay the principal
amount on the loan during the course of the marriage. H's argument that his payment wa�
with SP funds were the terms of the premarital agreement. However, the premarital
agreement is not valid because W entered into it involuntarily and unconscionably.
Obligation to Pay Child Support 

Creditor's/Debtor's Rights 

Creditors may assert its rights to any CP, including debts occurred prior to marriage.
However, a creditor may not assert its right regarding the obligation to pay child support.
Here, H was deemed by the court to be the father of a 10-year old child. The court order
him to pay $1,000 per month in child support. If H ever fails to pay the child support and
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creditors come after the CP, they may not assert its rights because a child support is an 

exception to the ruling on creditor/ debtor rights. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, it is likely that the court will rule that creditor's may not assert rights on the 

CP for H's obligation to pay child support. H will have to pay from SP funds. 

END OF EXAM 
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3)
General Community Property Presumption
California is a community property state. Absent an agreement to the contrary (a
premarital agreement) most property obtained during the course of the marriage will be /
presumed to be community property. Community property is owned equally by both (
parties in the marriage. Separate property belongs exclusively to one spouse of the
marriage. Separate property includes property owned prior to marriage and property
obtained during the marriage by gift, inheritance, and bequest. Profits that come from
separate property remains separate property. At divorce, community property is generally
divided between the spouses equally.
Economic Community

0 

The economic community begins at the date of marriage and ends when the parties hav1/
a permanent separation with no intent to reconcile. This used to require a physical
separation, but now this is not a requirement in CA.
Issue #1: Rights and Liabilities in the Nautical Bean
W purchased the nautical bean for $1m, which was the amount she received as an
inheritance, and exclusively used this money for the purchase. Inheritance is presumed to
be SP. Here there are no facts to indicate that the couple had an agreement to the
contrary. Businesses purchased or started with SP are SP businesses under CA law. Under
CA law, SP businesses will have either Pereira or Van Camp applied, or a hybrid of the
two. Courts have discretion relating to how these are applied and can consider what
provides the most equitable outcome.
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Pereira: Pereira is generally applied when the SP business appreciates in value due to the
labor, effort, and skill of the spouse. Under Pereira, the initial investment of SP is taken
and to it the court will add 10% per year (the legal interest rate) that the business was
operated during the marriage to come up with the SP amount.
Here, the court would take the original $1m SP investment and add $100k per year (the

0 

10% interest rate) that the business was operated during the marriage. The business was 
/owned by W between 2011 and 2018, which is 7 years. Therefore, the SP amount would ✓+'-+

be $1.7 million. The value of the business at date of trial is $Sm. The court would take the
$Sm and subtract the $1.7m of W's separate property to determine the CP value. Here 
that would be $3.3 million. The $3.3m would be divided to determine each party's shate
upon divorce. H would receive $1,6S0,000. W would receive $3,3S0,000.
Van Camp: Van Camp is generally applied when the SP business appreciates in value due 
to factors outside of skill, effort, and labor of the spouse. Frequently this would be caused 
by outside market forces and factors. To determine the community's interest in the / J.-
business, the court would look at the average similarly situated business owners income 
and multiply this by the amount of years the business was operated during the marriage.
Then the court would subtract the amount that the spouse spent on community expenses.
The remaining amount would be what the community's share is.
Here, the court would look at the $1 00k per year figure that the facts indicate is the 
average income of a similarly situated business owner and multiply that by 7, the years / 
that W owned the business during the marriage. This would be $700k (100,000 x 7). From/++
that the court would subtract the amount that W spent on community expenses during
the same 7 years, which would be $3,1S0,000 (4S0,000 x 7). This would be a negative 
number, because the community expenses exceeded the income of a similarly situated 
business owner, specifically, negative $2,4S0,000. Because of this, the community would
have no interest in the business at all, and it would be entirely W's SP.
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W would argue for a Van Camp analysis because it benefits her by eliminating any
community interest. H would argue for a Pereira analysis because it would provide the
community with a share of the business, thereby benefiting him.

Here, the business "grew substantially over time due to W's hard work and effort..." in
addition to the patent that she received for technology she developed in 2012. While W
may argue that the business grew because the coffee industry experienced a boom during
these years, which would favor a Van Camp approach, the facts contradict this view.

While the court will have the option of applying either Pereira, Van Camp, or a hybrid of
the two, the court will likely evaluate the business under Pereira. The court could consider
equity in their decision, and find between the two, Pereira fits the facts and the outcome
does not appear to be unjust to either party.

H's interest in the Nautical Bean would be $1,650,000 and W's would be $3,350,000.

Issue #2: The SLO Residence

Here, H inherited a home from his grandmother in SLO with a value of $2m at the time
he received it. Because inheritance is presumed to be separate property, and there is no
evidence of an agreement to the contrary, the home would start as H's SP.

Both H and W lived in the home and held it out to be both of their's. There is no
information about how the home was titled, but this would not impact the CP analysis
based on CA law, so it would not be relevant. The issue here is whether a valid
transmutation occurred that would change the nature of the home from H's SP to CP.

0 

Starting on January 1st, 1985 a valid transmutation in CA occurs when there is an / 
agreement in writing that expressly states the intention to transmute a particular asset. It ✓ -

{

---· 
must be signed by the party that is giving up some or all of their interest in the asset and
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must be voluntary (free from undue influence, fraud, etc). An exception to this is a valid
inter spousal gift, which is when one spouse gifts another some property. It must be
personal in nature and must not be so valuable or expensive that it is out of the ordinary
for the spending and income of the couple. Here, the cabin is not a valid transmutation,
and it is not an inter-spousal gift due to the value, method of attempted transmutation
and lack of personal nature.

0 

Here, the only facts that could implicate a transmutation is that both spouses held the
house out to be property of both people and that they both lived there. Both of the
parties living in the house does not implicate any change in the characterization of the /+:+-
property, and is therefore not relevant. The fact that the parties held the house out to be
property of both could implicate a transmutation, but even if it were an attempted
transmutation, it would fail because it was not in writing and there is no evidence of
express intent.

The home is H separate property.

The second issue in here is the $250k W spent on upgrades. While this does not impact .j-
the nature of how the home would be characterized, it does bring into question whether
she is eligible for some form of compensation.

Under Anti-Lucas legislation, a SP or CP contribution to another spouse's SP could
require reimbursement, unless there is evidence that it is intended as a gift. Here, W spent
her income from Nautical Bean on the house improvements. While the Nautical Bean is a
SP business, the income from it would be classified as community property, because it is
not related directly to the value of the business, which is a different matter. While the
improvements were paid for near the same time as the Rolex was purchased, which does
appear to be intended as a gift, at least on the surface, there are no facts indicating that the
improvements were also intended as a gift.
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Therefore, the community spent $250k on improvements, and would be due 
compensation. This can be in the form of dollar for dollar reimbursement or as a portion 
of the property's increased value as a result of the improvements. Here there are no facts 
that directly speak to the improvements adding to the value, although it is possible. 
Because of the lack of information related to this issue, the community would be 
reimbursed the $250k. Half of which ($125k) would be allocated to each spouse.

Issue #3: The Rolex

A valid inter spousal gift is one of the exceptions to transmutation regulation under CA 
law (see above).

Here, W gave H an inscribed Rolex, which cost $25k for his birthday. The inscription 
used the word "gift" to refer to the watch, so it is clear that this was at least an attempt at 
an inter spousal gift, and not intended to be property of the community.

To be a valid gift, the property must be personal in nature and cannot be extremely 
expensive or valuable in the context of the couple's lifestyle, income, and means.

The watch is something that H would personally wear. It is inscribed to him, with his 
name on it. The court would most likely find that the watch is personal in nature.

0 

The watch cost $25k. �ile �s is a significant amoun� o� money on �ts face, this may not /'
be overly valuable for this part:1cular couple. The facts mdicate that this couple's ✓-f+--
community expenses were $450k per year. In light of the amount of money they routinely
spent, the Rolex is a small percentage of their spending. Therefore, it most likely is not
unduly valuable or expensive for the couple to be considered a valid inter spousal gift.

The Rolex is H's separate property.
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